Putting students
and teachers first

Director General’s

Classroom
First Strategy
Classroom First is changing the way
schools work to provide a strong public
school system in Western Australia.
It provides a new framework for all the
decisions we make so schools will earn
the respect of the community for the
quality of the education they provide.

1

A focus on
student
achievement:
success for all

Our focus is on
ensuring students
achieve expected
standards.

2

A classroom
orientation:
sound
teaching

Our focus is on the
teacher and a class
of students. We will
reduce the burden
of administration so
teachers can do what
they do best – teach.

3

Context
specific:
distinctive
schools

Our focus is on
ensuring each school
has the flexibility
to develop its own
character and
reflect the local
community’s values
and aspirations.

4

Practical
support:
making it
possible

Our focus is on
practical support that
acknowledges the
complex realities of the
classroom. Schools will
have more flexibility
in the way they use
support resources.

5

Meaningful
accountability:
asking the
hard questions

6

Public
confidence:
trusting
public schools

Our public school system will be strong
if we work at making:
• every public school a good school
• every teacher an effective teacher
• every student a successful student.
We want all teachers to inspire in their
students a love of learning.
We want all students to leave school
well prepared for their future.
We want all schools to be well led
and well run.
The six key elements of Classroom
First (opposite) focus on learning in
classrooms and the interactions of
teachers and their students.
I invite you to work in partnership
to deliver on the six key elements of
Classroom First.

Sharyn O’Neill
Director General

Our focus is on
accountability that
tells us what we have
achieved and how
we can improve.

Our focus is on
ensuring our
schools are highly
regarded by the
community for the
quality of education
they provide.

